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ABSTRACT

Kanji learning is considered to be a hard job when it comes to learning Japanese. However, studies on kanji learning strategies are uncommon in Japanese language academia in Vietnam. In other countries, many research models on kanji learning strategy use and effectiveness were developed. With regard to language context in Vietnam, this paper reports an investigation on the relationship between strategy use and effectiveness, and learners’ perceived effectiveness of kanji learning strategy. Data collected from 122 learners has given some solid answers to the questions on strategy use - effectiveness relationship and perceived effectiveness of learners.

1. Introduction

Learning kanji characters and words are one of the most challenging matters for L2 Japanese learners. Kanji or Chinese characters are parts of a complex logographic writing system using in both Japan and China (Grainger, 2005; Verdonschot, 2011). There are 2,136 Jouyou kanji or regular use kanji issued by the Japan Agency for Cultural Affairs (2012), which have been specified for daily life in Japan. To learn those regular kanji, L2 Japanese students have to obtain a great amount of knowledge of kanji. Knowledge of kanji may consist of meaning, sound, strokes, orthography features, morphological structure, collocations (Mori, 2014). Hence, Gamage (2003) suggested that research on kanji learning strategies should be conducted separately from vocabulary learning research.

Oxford (1990) suggested a self-reported assessment tool named Strategy Inventory for Language Learning (SILL), including six subgroups of memory, cognitive, compensation, social, affective and metacognitive. Bourke (1997) introduced Strategy Inventory for Learning Kanji (SILK) as a tool for identifying strategies in use for learning kanji. SILK grouped specific characteristics-based techniques of kanji learning into direct and indirect groups. Ever since many researchers have developed customized versions of SILL and SILK and regrouped kanji learning strategies into different groups in regard to research purposes. Many researchers on learners’ perception, attitude, and effectiveness of kanji learning strategies have divided learning strategies into groups which can be listed as rote-memorization, morphological analysis, context-based strategies, association methods or mnemonics, metacognitive.
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(Gamage, 2003; Kubota & Toyoda, 2001; Mori, 2003; Mori & Nagy, 1999; Mori, Sato, & Shimizu, 2007; Rose, 2017; Shimizu & Green, 2002). In addition, Mori et al. (2007) stated that helplessness as elements contrasted with metacognitive can help learners in finding efficient kanji learning strategies.

In Vietnam, Than (2005) reported that repeated writing is the most popular technique among learners. Research showed that there are differences in strategies choosing among learners at different levels in universities. However, the major limitation was the lack of investigation on the efficiency of kanji learning strategies.

In terms of improving learners’ learning process, this paper is a preliminary effort to find out differences in perceived kanji learning strategies by learners at various proficiency levels. Also, this investigation attempts to clarify the frequency of learning strategies among learners and their perceptions of the efficiency of learning strategies, which have not been explored in the previous studies in Vietnam.

2. Literature review

2.1. Kanji learning strategy classification

In terms of kanji learning strategy classifications, Oxford (1990) believed that learning strategies could be divided into two major classes as direct strategies referring to the subconscious task and indirect strategies referring to cognitive strategies. The two-class system was split into six groups of memory, cognitive, compensation, social, affective and metacognitive. O’Malley and Chamot (1990), in contrast, categorized into cognitive, metacognitive and social/affective. Cognitive strategies are considered as learning techniques and steps that learners need to take to transform new language material. Metacognitive strategies described as coordinating one’s own efforts to learning tasks. Social/affections strategies involve taking control of learners’ feelings about language learning. Bourke (1997) introduced SILK, a specific characteristic-based assessment tool for learners on kanji learning strategies. Like Oxford’ SILL, SILK’s learning strategies can be divided into direct (for learners to handle learning tasks) and indirect (for learners to manage kanji learning) strategy groups. Items in SILK can be classified into 15 topics related to the processing of kanji learning. Each topic or strategy is given with descriptions to help learners better understand the learning strategies. Based on those approaches, later research of Mori and Shimizu (2007) concluded that there are six self-reported kanji learning strategies: morphological analysis, rote memorization, context-based strategies, association method, metacognitive strategies, and helplessness.

Rote memorization includes repeated writing (Naka, 1998; Naka & Naoi, 1995), tracking, copying (Onose, 1987, 1988) and learning of formulaic chunks (Myles, Hooper, & Mitchell, 1998). Rote memorization strategies help learner at the beginner level succeed in dealing with their first attempts at learning kanji (Nesbitt, 2009), a writing system with multiple aspects, including meaning(s), sound(s), stroke order, orthography feature, collocations (Mori, 2014). Nesbitt (2009) reported that rote-learning methods can create and reinforce neural pathways to procedural memory, a memory system that involves an automatic execution of habit or unconscious learning. Notwithstanding having many learning strategies, learners still depend on rote learning skills for target kanji (Gamage, 2003).
In spite of having pictographs and ideograph, the most common character’s structure can be found in kanji or Chinese characters is a semantic-phonetic compound (Verdonschot, 2011). The semantic-phonetic compound is constructed of two parts: semantic radical and phonetic component. The semantic radical will contribute to the meaning and the phonetic component will contribute to the approximate pronunciation (Feldman & Siok, 1999; Shu & Anderson, 1995). Kanji morphological or component analysis is a learning strategy that learners break down the internal structure of a kanji character which is constructed by semantic radical and phonetic components. L2 Japanese students can recognize familiar components of a new kanji character or word by giving a demonstration of the ability to use built-in kanji knowledge of semantic radicals, phonetic components and their functions (Kondo-Brown, 2006; Kubota & Toyoda, 2001; Mori, 2003; Mori et al., 2007; Rose, 2017; Yamashita & Maru, 2000).

Context-based strategies are learning with contextual information compared with learning words in isolation (Mori, 2014; Mori et al., 2007). L2 students’ use of context-based strategies to learn novel words have been particularly supported by evidence (Brown, Sagers, & LaPorte, 1999; Day, Omura, & Hiramatsu, 1992; Fraser, 1999; Huckin & Bloch, 1993; Li, 1988). Context provides students with broad information that help learners find out the word class of the kanji word in a given context (Mori, 2003). It is significantly giving good effects when combined context-based strategies and morphological strategies (Mori, 2002, 2003).

Association methods or mnemonics are types of memory-enhancing learning methods. Learners would use their personal technique or mental image to encode kanji characters or words (Kuo & Hooper, 2004). Those personal techniques or metal images are familiar elements such as visual image (Wang & Thomas, 1992), keywords (Thomas & Wang, 1996; Wang, Thomas, & Ouellette, 1992), and phonological alike to target kanji (Mori, 2014). Aids from memory can support learners with common establishments or peculiar self-generating (Kuo & Hooper, 2004; Thomas & Wang, 1996). When a meaningful association is made, association methods can stimulate the meaning and the reading of the kanji. These methods are quite useful for L2 Japanese learners (Rose, 2013).

Metacognitive strategies are used to earn awareness of one’s own learning process (O’Malley & Chamot, 1990; Oxford, 1990). Knowledge of cognition, learners’ understanding of cognitive resources, and cognition regulation or carrying out resource control are components of metacognitive knowledge (Bialystok & Ryan, 1985; Flavell, 1978). Metacognitive strategies consist of understandings of a given task, kanji learning strategy selection. Furthermore, the stage of one’s own learning coordination, the progress of monitoring, and the self-directed development of kanji knowledge are of the most important stages of Kanji learning metacognitive strategies (Mori, 2012, 2014). In contrast with metacognitive methods, helplessness, which was identified as a disjunct factor of strategy (Mori et al., 2007), is the feeling when students who have felt lost without knowing effective kanji learning strategies benefit from metacognitive instruction that familiarizes them with various learning strategies (Mori, 2012).

2.2. Previous studies related to the topic

Gamage (2003) conducted research on 116 second-year undergraduate students in Australia. This research, based on Bourke’s SILK, found that rote writing is the most popular and efficient strategies of kanji learning among alphabet background participants. Furthermore, this research reported that alphabetic background learners rely on visual strategies and character background learners rely on phonological strategies.
In research of Shen (2005), orthographic-knowledge-based strategies are the most frequently used. As mention in this research, orthographic-knowledge-based strategies are strategies that use the knowledge of Chinese characters includes radicals, phonetics, semantics, stroke orders to learn the target kanji. This approach is similar to the morphological analysis strategy definition.

Kanji learning strategy research of Mori and Shimizu (2007) showed that rote memorization is the most effective and frequently used strategy among students. This research was conducted on 311 subjects mostly university students with 245 of them at the pre-advanced and intermediate level. Sung (2014) reported that out of 10 most used strategies were 3 rote memorizations, 4 association strategies, 1 morphological analysis, 1 context-based, 1 metacognitive. This research was conducted on 88 participants in the USA.

In Vietnam, Than (2005) reported that repeated writing, dictionary looking up and learning from errors are the most popular technique among learners. Research suggests that first-year students rely on association methods, second-year students rely on association methods, context-based methods and metacognitive methods. In addition, third-year students tend to choose morphological methods. Then assumed that there is a relationship between strategy use and effectiveness.

Research questions:

1. What is the relationship between the frequency of strategies use and effectiveness?
2. What is the difference between learners at the elementary level and higher proficiency levels on perceived learning strategies’ effectiveness?

3. Questionnaire

The questionnaire was adapted from Bourke’s SILK (1997). To record the frequency of kanji learning strategies, the questionnaire items were designed based on Bourke’s Strategy Inventory for Learning Kanji and its Likert scale. Other studies that affected the questionnaire were those of Shimizu and Green (2002), Gamage (2003), and Mori and Shimizu (2007).

The questionnaire included 2 parts. Part one was for background information gathering. In this part, participants provided information such as Japanese language proficiency level, occupation, and age. Part two consisted of 14 statements of using kanji learning strategies adopted from the work of Bourke (1997) and Gamage (2003). The statements described the use of particular kanji learning strategies with simple and familiar words to those who are Japanese language learners as in a study of Than (2005). After reading the statements, participants were asked to rate the frequency of strategies use and perceived effectiveness of the described kanji learning strategies. Statements were grouped similar to those in Mori’s work (2007). Those groups were morphological analysis (2 statements, B1 and B2), associations methods (4 statements, C1, C2, C3 and C3), context-based strategies (2 statements, D1 and D2), rote memorization (3 statements, E1, E2 and E3), and metacognitive strategies (3 statements, F1, F2 and F3). Responses were assigned a score based on a 5-point Likert scale with frequency rate “1” being “Never”, “2” being “Almost Never”, “3” being “Sometimes”, “4” being “Quite Often” and “5” being “Very Often”. In terms of effectiveness rating, “1”, “2”, “3”, “4” and “5” correspond with “Helpless”, “Almost Helpless”, “Neither helpless nor helpful” “Helpful” and “Very Helpful”.

4. Participants

Participant demographic background information was collected through the first part of the questionnaire. Among 122 participants, 65 participants (53.3%) were at an elementary proficiency level while 52 participants (42.6%) were at an intermediate proficiency level. Also, 2 participants (1.6%) were at the pre-advance proficiency level and 1 (0.8%) was at the advanced level. 66 participants (54.1%) were first-year, second-year students. 41 participants (33.6%) were third-year, fourth-year students. 8 participants (6.6%) were Japanese language teachers. Most of the participants were Japanese language or Japanese studies major (n=100, 82%).

5. Result and discussions

5.1. Relationship between strategies use and effectiveness

To investigate the relationship between strategies use and effectiveness, this paper compares mean responses of each statement. Mean of each response was measured and illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Kanji learning strategies using frequency and perceived effectiveness

In Figure 1, the x-axis shows 14 kanji learning strategy statements divided into 5 groups (morphological analysis, association methods, context-based methods, memorization, and metacognitive strategies). The A-endings mean participants’ rating on the frequency and the B-ending mean rating on effectiveness. The y-axis indicates the average response (column) of subjects. The higher each bar is, the more participants declared that they use kanji learning strategy often or think that strategy helpful.

Figure 1 shows that in most cases the average efficiency of learning strategies is higher than the average of usage. In the cases of C3, D1, and E1 strategies use frequency ratings are slightly higher than average effectiveness (0.08, 0.19 and 0.30). A context-based strategy, an association strategy, and two rote memorization methods are the most use kanji learning strategies. “I put new kanji in words that the kanji appears” (D1A, mean=4.30) is the most use
strategy. Rote memorization methods seem to be quite popular methods among learners with two high rating statements, “I writing kanji by writing them out numerous times” (E1A, mean=4.25) and “I pronounce new kanji repeatedly” (E2A, mean=3.68). An association strategy that appeared to be frequently used is using Sino-Vietnamese pronunciation as a way to remember kanji (C3A, mean=4.04). One morphological analysis strategy that appears on the top 5 is analyzing kanji strokes order and radicals (B2A, mean=3.60).

From the results, it is clear that the most frequently used strategies came from various types of learning strategies. A similar pattern of results was obtained in works of Gamage (2003), Than (2005), Mori and Shimizu (2007) and Sung (2014). In line with previous studies, rote memorization appears to be one of the most frequently used strategies. As reported by Than (2005), the evidence point out that Sino-Vietnamese pronunciation association methods are also popular among Vietnamese learners. However, a morphological analysis strategy and an association strategy appeared to be one of the most used strategies. This result shares similarities with Shen (2005) and Sung (2014).

Table 1
Pearson correlation between strategies use responses and perceived effectiveness responses on the same statements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statements</th>
<th>B1</th>
<th>B2</th>
<th>C1</th>
<th>C2</th>
<th>C3</th>
<th>C4</th>
<th>D1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>0.627</td>
<td>0.759</td>
<td>0.804</td>
<td>0.848</td>
<td>0.745</td>
<td>0.766</td>
<td>0.746</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statements</th>
<th>D2</th>
<th>E1</th>
<th>E2</th>
<th>E3</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F2</th>
<th>F3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>0.789</td>
<td>0.682</td>
<td>0.768</td>
<td>0.835</td>
<td>0.646</td>
<td>0.875</td>
<td>0.651</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: N=122, p < 0.01, 2-tailed
Source: The researcher’s data analysis

A bivariate Pearson correlation was run to evaluate the relationship between strategies use frequency and effectiveness. Table 1 shows that the highest correlation coefficient of strategies is 0.875, and the lowest correlation coefficient is 0.627. Correlation coefficients indicated strong relationships. In addition, p<0.001 indicated coefficient is significantly different from 0. Hence, there is evidence that strategies use frequency is related to effectiveness. Specifically, it seems that the more effective strategies are, the higher frequency of strategy use. These result correlates fairly well with Gamage (2003) and further supports the idea of a strong relationship between strategy use and strategy effectiveness. In the language context of Vietnam, Than (2005) only presumed the relationship between strategies use and effectiveness without any statistical evidence.

5.2. Perceived effectiveness

In order to answer the second question, an independent-samples t-test was conducted. The first t-test was run to compare perceived effectiveness between learners at higher proficiency levels (intermediate, pre-advanced and advanced; Group 1) and learners at elementary proficiency level (Group 2).
Table 2
T-test with significant differences on strategy effectiveness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proficiency level</th>
<th>95% CI of the Difference</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2B</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>3.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3B</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>0.856</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>3.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1B</td>
<td>4.27</td>
<td>0.757</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>3.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1B</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>0.917</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>3.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: N=122, p < 0.01, 2-tailed
Source: The researcher's data analysis

Table 2 show that there are 4 items with significant differences between the two groups. Significant differences were founded on the perceived effectiveness on strategies such as comparing kanji meaning and pronunciation, using Sino-Vietnamese pronunciation, putting kanji characters in words and planning for kanji learning. Specifically, higher proficiency level learners perceived some association strategies, context-based strategies and metacognitive strategies more helpful than ones at lower level. A work of Shen (2005) suggested similar results. On account of deeper orthographic knowledge, learners at higher proficiency level seemed to rely more on orthographic knowledge-based strategies (Shen, 2005). Those strategies fit to our classification as morphological and association methods. Furthermore, Shen (2005) stated that when achieving advanced level, learners are more aware of the helpfulness of metacognitive strategies.

6. Conclusions

This study suggests that the most used learning strategies are also the most effective strategies. In some cases, in spite of lower use frequency, perceived effectiveness is higher. This means even not using those strategies often, learners are still aware of the effectiveness of strategies. Mori and Shimizu (2007) found that attitude toward kanji related to strategy choice and the perceived effectiveness of kanji learning strategies. Additionally, participants at different proficiency levels have differences in awareness of helpfulness of kanji learning strategies. Learners at higher levels find that some kanji-knowledge-based strategies and metacognitive strategies more helpful than ones at lower levels. The differences might be created by differences in knowledge of orthographic or learning experiences (Shen, 2005). Further studies should discover factors that affect strategy choice and perceived effectiveness such as elements from textbooks or teachers’ kanji learning strategy instruction.

There are some limitations that should be noted. Firstly, previous studies have different classifications for kanji learning strategies. Some researchers prefer to sort learning strategies based on orthographic characteristics (Gamage, 2003). Other researchers divide strategies into groups with similar features (Mori & Shimizu, 2007; Shen, 2005). Some studies just introduce
strategies or techniques without any classification (Sung, 2014; Than, 2005). These differences in classification make it difficult to compare the findings of those studies. Secondly, there are limitations to resource access. Literature review might not cover many studies from other countries with different language contexts. Lastly, kanji acquisitions and learning strategies might not be a popular topic among researchers. Hence, making comparisons with studies in Vietnam is quite a difficult matter.
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